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ABSTRACT: The future development of low-cost, high-performance electric vehicles
depends on the success of next-generation lithium-ion batteries with higher energy
density. The lithium metal negative electrode is key to applying these new battery
technologies. However, the problems of lithium dendrite growth and low Coulombic
eﬃciency have proven to be diﬃcult challenges to overcome. Fundamentally, these
two issues stem from the instability of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer,
which is easily damaged by the large volumetric changes during battery cycling. In this
work, we show that when a highly viscoelastic polymer was applied to the lithium
metal electrode, the morphology of the lithium deposition became signiﬁcantly more
uniform. At a high current density of 5 mA/cm2 we obtained a ﬂat and dense lithium
metal layer, and we observed stable cycling Coulombic eﬃciency of ∼97% maintained
for more than 180 cycles at a current density of 1 mA/cm2.

I

performance of Li metal electrodes is the formation of a stable,
uniform solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on the Li
surface that can withstand the large volumetric change during
cycling.1,9−11 Local variations in the SEI layer composition can
lead to nonuniform deposition of Li due to changes in Li-ion
conductivity across the electrode or breakage of the SEI (Figure
1a). These SEI defects facilitate the growth of high-surface area
Li dendrites that increase electrolyte decomposition and cause
the accumulation of dead Li, leading to increased impedance
and capacity loss. The resulting dendrites can also eventually
grow through the battery separator causing short-circuiting2−7,12 and thermal runaway.8,13
Previous approaches to prevent lithium dendrite growth
include modifying electrolyte formulations1,6,14−17 and using
electrolyte additives to improve morphology through the
formation of a soft SEI,18 addition of lithium halides,19−22 or
introducing electrostatically shielding layers.23 The eﬀect of

mproved battery technology is critical for the implementation of low-cost electric vehicles (EVs), which currently use
batteries with a cost of around $400/kWh at the pack
level.1 To lower this cost and make EVs competitive with
internal combustion engine vehicles, it is necessary to develop
new electrode materials with high capacity and low cost such as
lithium (Li) metal and silicon negative electrodes as well as
sulfur and air positive electrodes.2−7 Speciﬁcally, the Li metal
negative electrode is a promising candidate for next-generation
high-energy-density batteries because it has the highest
theoretical speciﬁc capacity (3860 mAh/g) and the lowest
potential of any negative electrode material for Li-based
batteries.8 Successful application of Li metal electrodes will
fundamentally enable many advanced battery technologies (Li−
S and Li−air) that can potentially oﬀer speciﬁc energies 5−10
times greater than that of today’s best lithium ion batteries and
help reduce battery cost to meet the DOE target of <$150/
kWh.1,6
Unfortunately, the problems of dendrite growth and low
Coulombic eﬃciency (CE) have prevented Li metal electrodes
from commercialization. A critical challenge for ensuring high
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of lithium deposition. (a) Growth of lithium dendrites is usually observed for deposition on a bare electrode.
(b) With the polymer coating, the highly adaptive polymer provides conformal coating onto the lithium metal electrode.

must be mobile so that the bonding groups can spontaneously
rearrange. Our polymer has been designed to have a low Tg,
measured around −26 °C, so that this process can occur at
room temperature (Figure 2b). To further characterize the
viscoelasticity of the polymer, oscillatory frequency sweep and
stress relaxation experiments were carried out. The polymer
shows typical viscoelastic behavior at 1% strain over a frequency
range of 0.01−100 Hz (Figure 2c). The loss modulus (G′′), or
liquidlike characteristics, of the material dominate at low and
intermediate frequencies until the crossover point near 1 Hz
where the storage modulus (G′) becomes higher and the
material transitions to more solidlike behavior at short time
scales. Rheological testing after swelling the polymer in
electrolyte for 24 h shows that these viscoelastic properties
do not change signiﬁcantly in the presence of electrolyte
solution and can be well-maintained even in the ﬂooded
environment of the coin cell (Figure S2). Stress relaxation
experiments illustrate the highly liquidlike bulk properties of
the material with quick and complete relaxation occurring very
quickly after less than 10 s (Figure S3). This fully plastic
deformation comes from the fast rearrangement of the
hydrogen bonding groups that create the polymer structure.
To illustrate the polymer’s stretchability, we coat the polymer
onto a stainless steel mesh and push the polymer through the
mesh with a needle (Figure 2d). The optical images show that
the polymer is highly stretchable even under the large local
strains provided by the high aspect ratio needle.
The rheological properties of the polymer are highly sensitive
to the amount of urea (and thus hydrogen bonding groups)
used in the reaction (Figure S4), but the battery performance is
found to be fairly insensitive to these variations in mechanical
properties and shows similar cycling performance and electrochemical properties for polymer coatings synthesized with
various reactant ratios (Figure S11). This is in agreement with
previous studies showing that variations in the mechanical
properties of this polymer have only a secondary eﬀect on the
cycling performance of silicon electrodes35 and makes our
material more versatile by providing a wide processing window
in which to work. Additionally, we did ﬁnd that the absorption
of water into the polymer is a critical parameter aﬀecting
polymer-modiﬁed electrode performance. Because of the large
number of hydrogen bonding groups in the polymer structure,
it is very hygroscopic and absorbs noticeable amounts of water
in air over the course of a few days. Water has a plasticizing
eﬀect on the viscoelastic polymer (Figures S3 and S4), but
more importantly, it leads to poor electrochemical perform-

these additives on improving lithium deposition was observed
at relatively low current densities (0.1−0.5 mA/cm2). Other
approaches focus on mechanically suppressing the dendrites
after formation with cross-linked24 or high modulus25,26
polymer separators/electrolytes. Alternatively, bulk host
materials have shown promise in addressing the issue of large
volume changes in the lithium metal negative electrode.27−30
For dendrite-free electrodes at high current densities, we have
previously demonstrated that interfacial engineering allows for
uniform deposition of lithium metal at a current density of
around 1 mA/cm2.31,32 However, high current densities of 3
mA/cm2 and above are usually desired. Such high current
cycling usually puts more strain on the interfacial stability of the
lithium metal electrode, and preventing cracking of the SEI
layer demands a more innovative approach.
Here, we demonstrate a method to improve the Li metal
cycling at high current densities by using a soft polymer coating
on the electrode. The polymer used here is highly viscoelastic,
which provides a pinhole-free coating on the Li surface during
repeated charging and discharging. We hypothesize that the
slow ﬂow of the polymer across the electrode surface prevents
the formation of cracks or pinholes in the SEI layer, inhibiting
dendrite formation by avoiding the creation of “hot spots”
where lithium ion ﬂux is dramatically increased (Figure 1b).
Our simulation indicates that when a pinhole or SEI defect is
repaired, the reduced ionic conductivity of the polymer
compared to that of the liquid electrolyte serves to homogenize
the local current density and suppress the ampliﬁcation of
lithium growth. With our polymer coating, uniform Li
deposition is achieved at high current densities of 5 mA/cm2.
The dendrite-free deposition of lithium metal also leads to
extended electrochemical cycling and stable CE.
The polymer we use here was previously reported to exhibit
self-healing properties33 and was used to successfully enable Si
negative electrodes in Li-ion batteries.34 We slightly modiﬁed
the synthesis to make materials on a larger scale with less batchto-batch variations using a mechanical stir rod and a controlled
reaction atmosphere of dry air. The ﬁrst step consists of a
condensation reaction between branched oleic acids and
diethylene triamine to obtain the polymer backbone. This
intermediate product is then reacted with a controlled amount
of urea to produce a viscoelastic material that is highly
stretchable because of the presence of the weaker hydrogen
bonding cross-links in the structure (Figure 2a). The polymer
structure is conﬁrmed using NMR (Figure S1). In order for the
ﬂow to occur on a reasonable time scale, the polymer chains
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Figure 2. Physical properties of the polymer. (a) Chemical structure of the polymer. Black lines are the fatty acid backbone, and the red−blue
boxes are the urea hydrogen-bonding sites. The right-hand side shows the molecular structure of the diacid and triacid backbones. (b)
Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curve of the polymer showing that the Tg of polymer is around −26 °C, much lower than room
temperature. (c) Frequency sweep measurement of the polymer showing the viscoelastic properties of the polymer. (d) Mechanical piercing
of the polymer. The polymer is ﬁrst laminated onto a stainless steel mesh. A needle controlled by a micromanipulator is then pushed onto the
polymer. The ﬁgure shows that the viscoelastic polymer can withstand the needle without breaking.

was 1 M lithium bis(triﬂuoromethanesulphonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in 1,3-dioxolane and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (volume ratio
1:1) with 1 wt % lithium nitrate (LiNO3). Figure 3a−c shows
the morphology of the Li on the polymer-modiﬁed and control
(bare Cu) electrode. The large volumetric expansion of lithium
deposition is known to cause breakdown of the SEI, resulting in
localized areas of high lithium ion ﬂux and corresponding
growth of dendrites. The fresh surface of the dendritic lithium
is immediately passivated by the electrolyte with a new SEI
layer, preventing the lithium from closely packing together. As
expected with 1 mAh/cm2 of lithium deposited, the resulting
structure on the control electrode shows a highly porous
morphology (Figure 3a), which signiﬁcantly increases the
surface area of the Li metal and consumes more Li and
electrolyte in undesirable side reactions.

ance. Compared to the materials that were rigorously dried (as
reported in Experimental Methods), the wet polymer samples
show reduced cycling lifetimes and unstable Coulombic
eﬃciencies. Even so, keeping the polymer dry is readily
achievable in most scenarios and does not diminish the promise
of this approach.
For electrochemical testing of the soft polymer coating on
lithium metal electrode we spin coat a thin layer (4 μm, as
measured using proﬁlometry) onto the copper (Cu) current
collector. To study the eﬀect of polymer on the lithium
deposition, the morphology was examined using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The electrodes were assembled in
2032 coin cells with lithium metal as both the reference and
counter electrode, and Li was deposited on the polymermodiﬁed electrodes at a current of 1 mA/cm2. The electrolyte
1249
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Figure 3. Characterization of lithium deposition. SEM images of 1 mAh/cm2 of lithium deposited at 1 mA/cm2 on (a) a bare copper electrode
and (b) the polymer-modiﬁed electrode. (c) A lower-magniﬁcation image of panel b showing a large area of uniform deposition. SEM images
of 2 mAh/cm2 of lithium deposited at (d) 2 mA/cm2, (e) 3 mA/cm2, and (f) 5 mA/cm2. (g) XPS spectra of lithium deposition with depth
proﬁling.

has low porosity, a desirable result of dense lithium metal
deposition. The polymer coating is not observed in the SEM
images because of the limitations of the ex situ measurements.
Upon disassembling the cells, a signiﬁcant portion of the
polymer coating sticks to the separator, and more could be
washed oﬀ when the electrode is rinsed during sample
preparation. To eliminate the eﬀect of the compression
pressure of coin cell assembly in the resulting lithium
morphology, we carried out the lithium deposition experiment

On the other hand, deposition of lithium onto the modiﬁed
electrode resulted in a much smoother and uniform
morphology (Figure 3b,c). The highly viscoelastic polymer
forms a uniform coating onto the lithium metal upon
deposition and serves as a protecting layer that is soft and
highly stretchable. It is interesting to note that the thickness of
lithium deposition on the polymer-modiﬁed electrode is 5.1
μm, which is close to its theoretical value of around 5 μm for 1
mAh/cm2 of Li. This suggests that the deposited lithium metal
1250
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Figure 4. Electrochemical characterization of the electrodes. (a) Lithium deposition−dissolution voltage proﬁles from the 10th cycle shown
for the polymer-coated electrode and control electrode. (b) Impedance spectra of the two electrodes after 50 cycles of lithium deposition and
stripping. (c) Cyclic voltammetry of the polymer-modiﬁed electrode at a scan rate of 10 mV/s in a coin cell geometry with lithium metal as the
reference and counter electrode. (d) FTIR spectra of the polymer before cycling and after 1 cycle of charge−discharge. (e) Cycling Coulombic
eﬃciency of the lithium metal electrode with and without the polymer modiﬁcation at a capacity of 1 mAh/cm2.

smaller nuclei with increased areal nuclei density,36,37 which
ultimately grow to form the highly uniform, dense Li metal.
To study the spatial distribution of the polymer and lithium
metal, we carried out X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
with Ar ion sputtering on the electrode after lithium deposition.
From the spectra (Figure 3g), we can see that the top of the
sample shows signals of both lithium and carbon. The lithium
signal from the top of the electrode shows both Li metal and Li
salts (54 eV15 and 56 eV,38 respectively). The electrode was
then sputtered with 5 kV Ar+ ions to remove thin layers of the
structure. After 2 min of sputtering, the carbon signal is
substantially smaller. The lithium signal attributed to lithium
salts at 56 eV also decreases, and only the lithium metal signal is
observed. These observations indicate that the polymer forms a
hybrid SEI containing Li salts and likely other decomposition
products of the DOL/DME electrolyte. After 9 min of
sputtering, the copper signal is observed, indicating that all of
the polymer and Li has been removed. The slight lithium signal
at the bottom of the electrode could be due to the residual
lithium metal left behind during sputtering.

in a pouch cell. The resulting lithium morphology is similar to
that in a coin cell, conﬁrming the eﬀectiveness of the soft
polymer coating in improving the lithium deposition behavior,
with none of the pores or rough, ﬁlamentary Li seen on the
control electrode present (Figure S5). The eﬀect of uniform
lithium deposition is consistently observed even at higher
current density and high areal capacity. Panels d, e, and f of
Figure 3 show the morphology of 2 mAh/cm2 of deposited
lithium at 2, 3, and 5 mA/cm2, respectively.
This uniformity in lithium deposition is observed even at the
beginning of lithium nucleation. When only a small amount of
lithium (0.1 mAh/cm2) is deposited, the lithium nuclei on the
control electrode are relatively dispersed, forming large
particles. On the other hand, lithium nucleation on the
electrode modiﬁed with the polymer is relatively uniform and
evenly distributed (Figure S6). The diﬀerence in the initial
lithium nucleation phenomenon is probably due to the
modiﬁcation of the lithium metal with the polymer layer,
which slightly reduces the lithium ion mobility adjacent to the
lithium surface. The increased deposition overpotential
resulting from the impedance of the polymer ﬁlm produces
1251
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Figure 5. Pinhole-free polymer coating. (a) Optical microscope images showing the ﬂowability of the polymer coating via the healing process
of an artiﬁcially created pinhole. (b, c) Digital camera images showing the eﬀect of pinhole-free coating of polymer on the lithium metal foil.
The lithium foil on the left side is coated with polymer, and the right side is the control lithium foil. The images show the air stability of the
polymer-coated lithium foil before (b) and after (c) 30 min of exposure to the ambient air. (d, e) Numerical simulation of the evolution of
lithium dendrite growth in the case where a pinhole is created on the lithium SEI layer. Dendrite growth is clearly observed at the cracked
location (e). (f, g) Numerical simulation of the eﬀect of polymer coating on the lithium metal electrode, in the case in which an identical
pinhole is created. Dendrite growth is signiﬁcantly suppressed with the polymer coating (g). Scale bars: 400 nm.

comparison of cycling performance of the electrodes shows
signiﬁcant improvement in the lithium deposition and
dissolution when the soft polymer coating is present. Figure
4e shows that with the polymer coating, the Coulombic
eﬃciency can be maintained at almost 97% for over 180 cycles
at 1 mA/cm2 current density. The average CE for the control
electrode from cycle 20 to 100 is 96.4%, which is similar to that
of the polymer-coated electrodes, but drops below 90% after
145 cycles. Polymer-coated electrodes with higher amounts of
deposited lithium (3 mAh/cm2) also exhibited enhanced
performance compared to bare control electrodes, maintaining
an average CE of over 97.7% for over 80 cycles, whereas the
control electrode CE drops below 80% after just 75 cycles
(Figure S13). We observed consistent performance for all of
the electrodes that we prepared, showing that our fabrication
method is quite robust (Figure S14).
The eﬀectiveness of the polymer in improving the
morphology of lithium deposition may be related to the
conformal coating of the polymer on lithium. The viscoelasticity of the polymer means that any pinhole or inhomogeneity
in the polymer coating will disappear quickly. Figure 5a shows
the healing process of an artiﬁcially created pinhole in the
polymer coating. Within 1 min, a pinhole with diameter of
around 30 μm self-heals completely at room temperature. The
pinhole-free polymer coating is also evidenced from its ability
to provide stability to the lithium metal when in air. When bare
lithium metal is exposed to the air, rapid reactions between
lithium and atmospheric nitrogen, oxygen, and water vapor take
place.39 The surface of the unprotected lithium metal turns
black within 30 min (Figure 5c). On the other hand, the

The eﬀect of the soft polymer coating on battery
performance is also investigated through electrochemical
testing. Galvanostatic cycling of lithium deposition and
stripping was carried out on electrodes with and without the
ﬂowable polymer coating. The overpotential for lithium
deposition and stripping for cells with the polymer is slightly
higher than for those without, at −36 and −20 mV, respectively
(Figure 4a). This is to be expected because the polymer has an
ionic conductivity in the swollen state that is lower than that of
the pure liquid electrolyte solution. The swollen state ionic
conductivity of this polymer has been previously measured to
be on the order of 10−4 S/cm.35 Impedance measurement after
50 cycles also shows similar charge-transfer resistance between
the two electrodes (Figure 4b). The stability of the polymer
coating is examined with cyclic voltammetry and Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectra. The cyclic voltammetry
shows that slight oxidation/reduction is observed at around
0.1−0.15 V during the ﬁrst cycle (Figure 4c). For subsequent
cycles, no signiﬁcant reaction was observed in the voltage
window between 0−1 V, which is the voltage range that the
lithium deposition and dissolution processes are carried out.
The FTIR spectra also conﬁrms that the majority of the
functional groups within the polymer are preserved after
cycling. There is slight broadening of the N−H band, which
could be due to reactions that took place during the initial
cycling or slight interference of the electrolyte molecules or SEI
products with the hydrogen bonding structure (Figure 4d).
Detailed FTIR and XPS analyses of the SEI after 50 cycles of
deposition and stripping further suggest that the polymer
coating is stable during cycling (Figures S7−S9). The
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135 °C under constant ﬂow of dry air (50 mL/min) to obtain
our viscoelastic polymer coating. The reaction mixture was
stirred using a Trubore stirrer assembly (Ace Glass) to maintain
a controlled atmosphere inside the reaction vessel. The
polymer was then baked overnight at 80 °C under vacuum to
remove trapped gas bubbles and water. The polymer was then
immediately dissolved in a 1:1 chloroform and ethanol solution
to limit the uptake of moisture from the atmosphere.
Electrochemical Testing. Electrochemical properties of the
lithium metal electrodes were tested in 2032 coin cells with a
96-channel battery tester (Arbin Instruments). The working
electrodes consisted of either a 1 cm2 bare copper current
collector or a Cu foil disc coated with the designed polymer. To
coat the copper current collector, the polymer was dissolved in
a 1:1 chloroform and ethanol solution at a concentration of 250
mg/mL. Solutions were passed through a 0.45 μm PTFE ﬁlter
to remove any particulates before spin coating at 4000 rpm.
After spin coating the electrodes were baked overnight at 50 °C
under vacuum to remove any residual solvent. The counter
electrode was Li metal foil (750 μm thick, Alfa Aesar) punched
into a disc with area 0.5 cm2. The electrolyte was 1 M lithium
bis(triﬂuoromethanesulphonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in 1,3-dioxolane and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (volume ratio 1:1) with 1 wt %
lithium nitrate (LiNO3).40 A commercially available polymer
separator (Celgard 2325) was used between the two electrodes.
The electrolyte (75 μL) was added to each cell to standardize
the tests. The Coulombic eﬃciency measurement was carried
out by depositing 1 mAh cm−2 (unless otherwise noted) of
lithium onto the working electrode followed by stripping to 1
V. Cycling tests were carried out by ﬁrst depositing a ﬁxed
amount of Li onto the electrode, followed by Li stripping up to
1 V. Coulombic eﬃciency is calculated by dividing the amount
of lithium stripped over the amount of lithium deposited during
each cycle. Cycling tests were initialized by cycling the
electrodes between 0 and 1 V for 10 cycles. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy measurements were taken over a
frequency range of 200 mHz to 1 MHz. Impedance and cyclic
voltammetry measurements were taken using a potentiostat
(Biologic).
Material Characterization. NMR (1H) spectra were recorded
on a Varian Mercury 400 MHz NMR spectrometer at room
temperature. FTIR spectra were measured using a Nicolet iS50
FT/IR Spectrometer (Thermo Fisher) with a diamond
attenuated total reﬂectance (ATR) attachment. Rheological
experiments were carried out using an Ares G2 Rheometer (TA
Instruments) with an advanced Peltier system (APS) at 25 °C
as the bottom geometry and a 25 mm parallel plate as the top
geometry. The gap height was 1 mm. Frequency sweeps were
carried out from 0.1 to 100 Hz at 1% strain, and stress
relaxation experiments were performed at 1% strain. Diﬀerential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed using
a DSC-Q2000 (TA Instruments) over a temperature range of
−70 to 150 °C with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min. Tg data was
taken from the second heating cycle. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were measured with a PHI
5000VersaProbe system with an Al Kα radiation (1486 eV)
source. A FEI XL30 Sirion SEM with FEG source was used for
SEM characterizations
Simulation. The COMSOL Tertiary Nernst−Planck Electrodeposition module with deforming geometry was used to
simulate the eﬀects of a polymer coating over a pinhole on the
Li surface. The ionic current distribution and the Li metal
surface geometry change was simulated as Li deposition was

polymer allows the lithium metal foil to remain almost
unchanged in the air over this same time period (Figure
5b,c). We hypothesize that the pinhole-free polymer coating
ensures uniform lithium ion ﬂux during deposition and protects
the Li surface from emerging hotspots or SEI breakage.
This hypothesis is veriﬁed by the COMSOL simulation,
which models the change in lithium deposition morphology
with and without the soft polymer coating. Figure 5d,e shows
the case where a pinhole is placed in the SEI of the ﬂat lithium
metal. The simulation results show that upon deposition,
lithium metal quickly grows if no coating is present from the
pinhole because of the reduction in resistance and subsequent
ampliﬁed local ionic ﬂux. With the polymer coating, the lithium
deposition is found to be still uniform even if there is a defect
on the native SEI layer. The COMSOL simulation details are
discussed in Figure S15. An additional biased random walk
simulation demonstrated the importance of the polymer ionic
conductivity in encouraging uniform lithium deposition (Figure
S16). These results suggest the unique advantages of the
polymer in maintaining uniform deposition of lithium metal.
In conclusion, the present demonstration of a functional soft,
viscoelastic polymer coating for improving Li metal electrodeposit morphology and electrochemical cycling represents a
stark, but promising, deviation from conventional understanding. It has been reported that high modulus coatings or
interfaces are eﬀective for suppressing dendrite growth.25,26,31,32
However, in this case it is not mechanical stiﬀness but rather
the extreme softness and intrinsic polymer ﬂow that are utilized
to improve electrode uniformity. Our strategy of applying a thin
protective coating directly to the electrode surface is
straightforward and scalable. The viscoelastic and ﬂow
properties of the coating impart a homogenizing eﬀect on Li+
ion ﬂux to prevent rapid dendrite formation at hotspots in the
SEI. The present work highlights the importance of the design
of a surface coating in enabling stable lithium metal negative
electrodes that will suppress dendrite formation. With uniform
lithium deposition even at high current densities up to 5 mA/
cm2 and improved electrochemical cycling performance, this
work introduces a strategy that is counter to the idea that high
modulus coatings are required for stable cycling of Li metal
electrodes. Furthermore, other types of viscoelastic and
supramolecular materials could also be potential candidates
for modifying lithium metal to achieve improved cycling
performance.

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis of Sof t Polymer Coating. The design and synthesis of
the self-healing polymer is a modiﬁed approach from previous
reports.33,34 We controlled the amount of urea and reaction
time so that only part of the amine groups was converted into
urea, yielding a polymer that is able to ﬂow at room
temperature without addition of any plasticizer. First, a mixture
of diacid and triacid (Empol 1016, 41.5 g, donated by Cognis)
was mixed with diethylenetriamine (17 g) at 120 °C for 2 h.
Then the temperature was increased to 160 °C, and the
reaction proceeded for 24 h with a constant ﬂow of N2 gas at 30
mL/min under a water-jacketed condenser. The product was
dissolved in 100 mL of chloroform and washed three times with
75 mL of a methanol and water (1:2) solution to remove excess
amine. The chloroform and residual water were removed via
rotary evaporation at 40 °C and then 80 °C to obtain a
randomly branched oligomer terminated with amine groups
(M-NH2). M-NH2 (10 g) was reacted with 1 g of urea for 4 h at
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